Corty is the *Brain Power!* Club’s trusty partner. Corty knows all about science and scientific inquiry, which helps the *Brain Power!* Club solve problems. Corty receives instructions from the NIDA Mission Control Center and sends the kids to complete their missions.

Beth is a Junior Scientist in the *Brain Power!* Club. She receives missions about the brain and drugs from the NIDA Mission Control Center. More than anything, Beth wants to be a scientist one day so she can help people.
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Juan is a Junior Scientist in the *Brain Power!* Club. Juan loves science and is always ready for a challenge from the NIDA Mission Control Center. He is always looking for ways to learn new things and try out fun activities and experiments.

The *Brain Power!* Club is a group of smart Junior Scientists who want to learn about the brain and how to stay healthy. They meet in the *Brain Power!* clubhouse and receive missions from the NIDA Mission Control Center about how drugs affect the brain.
Media are ways of communicating to the general public (television, radio, newspapers, magazines, Internet, and billboards). These forms of media may contain messages in the form of advertisements, commercials, or stories that try to get people to buy products. Not all of these messages are healthy. Think twice before you believe everything you see and hear!

The Spectacular Scientists Club (SSC) is a group of kids who are learning about science. The kids in the SSC are visiting from out of town and want to help solve missions with the Brain Power! kids. The two groups will learn the importance of working as a team.